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Laura:Thank you for your prompt response.  However, I must assure you I did not confuse you with Joan as 

"the woman on the micrifilm-review team."  My notes from my conversation with Phil reflect that the project 

was "handed off to Laura/Kevin."  He was confused, I guess.TomTo:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc:	From:	Laura 

Denk/ARRBDate:	11/25/97 08:56:51 AMSubject: 	Re: RFK DOJ Criminal Division Microfilm ReviewActually, 

the woman on the microfilm-review team was Joan.  I never reviewed any of the microfilm, nor was I ever 

assigned to review any of the microfilm.  The only question below that I have any insight into is the "point 

person" question.  I know that Ron is now the person responsible for DOJ records.  He may be the best one to 

be in charge of the project now, though I don't know how much, if any, of the microfilm he has ever 

reviewed.To:	Laura, Kevin, Sydneycc:	Jeremy From:	Tom Samoluk/ARRB   Date:	11/24/97 09:21:08 

PMSubject:	RFK DOJ Criminal Division Microfilm ReviewI recently spoke with Phil Golrick regarding the review 

of RFK DOJ Criminal Division microfilm that we received from the JFK Library.  As you know, the microfilm is in 

the SCIF.  I came into this late and I am trying to get up to speed.  Phil mentioned that his recollection was that 

each of you had played some role in reviewing the microfilm.  Any information that you can provide me with 

would be appreciated.  Answers or any information relevant to the following questions would be helpful:1.  

Was the review completed?  Any idea what percentage of the tapes were done?2. How much of the review 

did you do?3.  Do you have any notes on the review?4.  Did you ever have any direct contact with anyone at 

the Library?5.  Was there a "point person" after Phil left the office?6.  When was the last time anyone did 

anything with the microfilm in the SCIF?Anything you can add is appreciated.  Thanks.   
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